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9.5mm Eyelets (20) ................N250
13mm Eyelets (10) ..................N251
9.5mm Eyelet Tool ..................N252
13mm Eyelet Tool ..................N253

9.5mm and 13mm eyelet sets and
closing tools for crimping the
eyelets tight on the material.

EYELETS & CLOSING
TOOLS

Awning Studs (5) .......................N254
Awning Studs & Poppers (5) ....N255
Awning Popper Closing Tool....N256

PRESS STUDS 
& POPPERS

Studs and poppers used for
securing boat and car hoods

draught skirts or awnings, along
with many other material uses.

Floor Kit Std (1.5kg).............G454
Floor Kit FS (1.5kg) .........G454FS
Floor Kit Pro (1.5kg).............G459

FLOOR GLUES

A range of two part, low viscosity,
fast cure, epoxy adhesives, ideal

for professional repairs to
delaminated floors and walls in

caravans, motorhomes and
commercial vehicles.

60ml Syringe for Floor Glue ..G456
8mm Wooden Dowels (500)..G473
Latex Gloves (Box 100) ..........G457

FLOOR KIT 
ACCESSORIES

Panel Pro (1.3kg) .................G467
Panel Pro (6.5kg) .................G466
Adhesive Solvent (5L) .........G455

PANEL PRO ADHESIVE

A twin pack polyurethane adhesive for
exceptional panel bonding to

aluminium, timber-based materials,
insulation, etc. The adhesive, when

mixed, has no-drip viscosity for
vertical surfaces, but with good slip for

increased early manoeuvrability.

Detector Spray (400ml).......G434

LEAK DETECTOR PLUS
SPRAY

Leak Detector Plus Spray is a test
foam for the rapid and reliable
detection of micro gas leaks or

hairline cracks. Leaks are quickly
revealed by bubbles appearing in

the foam.

HHS 2000 Grease (500ml)...G438

HHS 2000 SPRAY
GREASE

HHS 2000 is a highly adhesive,
pressure-resistant synthetic

grease for long lasting protection
against corrosion, friction, wear,
salt water, etc, and is ideal for

lubricating many exposed chassis
parts.

Ultra 2040 (500ml) ...............G436

ULTRA 2040 
LUBRICANT

Ultra 2040 is a superb lubricant,
penetrant and water displacer,

which is ideal for a wide range of
vehicle & workshop use. The

spray has a useful 360º valve and
leaves a protective film of PTFE.

Silicone Grease (500ml)......G435

ELECTRICAL SILICONE
SPRAY GREASE

This insulating silicone grease
spray has very high electrical

resistance and is an extremely
effective water repellent and

lubricant. It is particularly ideal for
switches, plug/sockets and

electrical wiring.

Multi Cleaner (600ml)..........G437

MULTIPURPOSE &
BRAKE CLEANER

A high quality component cleaner
for maintenance, repair and

assembly work. Ideal for the rapid
and reliable cleaning of disc and

drum brakes, engine and gearbox
casings, tools, power units and

vehicle components.

Waterproofer (1L) ...................N117

McKLORDS
WATERPROOFER

Waterproofs and protects any
porous surface, including tents,
awnings, clothing and shoes. By

penetrating the surface and
sealing from within it also protects
against grease, oil and everyday

spills.

CClleeaanneerr  ((11LL)) ........................................................NN111122

McKLORDS 
VEHICLE CLEANER

A non streaking, high performance
cleaner which removes general

grime, traffic film, brake dust and
exhaust stains. 1 litre cleans up to
50 vehicles. Contains a beading

agent for a great finish.

Spot Cleaner (1L) ...................N113

McKLORDS
SPOT CLEANER

McKLords Spot Cleaner is an
intense cleaner for severe soiling

both inside and outside
commercial and leisure vehicles.

Safe to use on most surfaces,
including furniture, curtains and

carpets.

Polish (1L) ...............................N114

McKLORDS 
VEHICLE POLISH

This premium quality polish is
water based and non caustic, and

quickly rejuvenates old and
oxidised paintwork to leave a long
lasting shine, for up to 20 weeks

protection.

Vital for all floor repairs, the large capacity,
wide nozzle 60ml syringe injects the glue

perfectly in an 8mm drilled hole, whilst
greater bond strength and restricted

overflow can be achieved by use of the
30mm dowel caps. Powdered latex gloves

keep the hands free of glue.

M00 Jubilee Clip ..................F290
00 Jubilee Clip .....................F300
1⁄2" Herbie Clip ....................F643
3⁄4" Herbie Clip ....................F644
23.5mm Herbie Clip.............F645
28.5mm Herbie Clip.............F646

Ideal for securing hose
connections quickly and easily.

HOSE CLIPS

Hipkiss Eyelets PP24.................G486
Hipkiss Eyelets PP26.................G487
Hipkiss Press Stud Kit PP101..G488
Hipkiss Turnbuckle Kit PP800 .G489

EYELETS & PRESS
STUDS

A range of Hipkiss eyelets, press
studs, and turnbuckles to meet a
wide variety of fastening uses on

vehicles and boats. 
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